
 

    

 

Dear interested and friends of Africa 

We cordially invite you to the online conference: 
 

 

“Analysis of the Transport sector in Africa and its relevance in achieving Agenda 2030,  

Looking at some examples in Uganda (SDG 9, 10 & 11)” 
 

Poor infrastructure in Africa hampers the countries’ growth and ability to trade continental and in the 

global economy.  Building a road or a bridge to connect citizens to healthcare, markets, jobs and schools 

can radically improve the lives and livelihoods of rural communities thus creating new opportunities across 

the continent. 
 

Infrastructure is a key driver for economic prosperity, inclusive growth and job creation. In the context of 

SDG 9, delivering on quality infrastructure that is economically, environmentally and socially sustainable is 

therefore fundamental across all domains of energy, transport, water and sanitation. African governments 

have worked on upgrading roads to upcountry and expanding of key highways in cities to reduce 

congestion.  Some railways have been built and different transport projects are in plan. What could be the 

best environmental infrastructure for African countries and Uganda in particular?  
 

Join us as we learn from experts in the transport sector and how we can leverage it to achieve a sustainable 

future. 
 

 

 

Invitation Online conference 
 

“Analysis of the Transport sector in Africa and its relevance 

in achieving Agenda 2030, looking at some examples 

 in Uganda (SDG 9, 10,11)” 
 

 

The language of the event is English  
 

Participation is free of charge 

AINABLE DE

VELOPMENT 

GOAL 13 

Tuesday, July 6th from 6:00p.m to 8:30p.m.  (Germany time) 

The technical requirement for participation is an internet-enabled device (computer, tablet or Handy …) 
 

The event takes place as part of   “CHAT der WELTEN” programme 
 

Further information and registration: dkzentler.info@gmail.com 
 

After successful registration, the participants will receive the link to the event by email. 
 

 

Organisers: 
 
 

Dorothy Kidza-Zentler:  Lecturer for Global Learning- CHAT der WELTEN (CdW), Global facilitator 
                                               BtE – EPiZ Reutlingen und Future Fashion DEAB Stuttgart   
 

James Iga:     Lecturer for Global Learning BtE- EPiZ Reutlingen 
 

Jeremiah Ssekabira:    SDG youth advocate & Coordinator of “Chat Mit Uganda” (CMU) 
 
 

Panellists:      from Germany and Uganda  
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